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the third book in the kissing booth series soon to be a netflix film this summer starring joey king, jacob elordi and molly ringwald! elle is
spending the summer before college at her family beach house with her boyfriend noah and best friend lee hoping to have the best summer
everuntil new choices about college make her question what her heart really wants. will elle have to choose between her best friend and her

boyfriend and now it all starts over again as beth reekles returns to the genre she loves to write in, this time with a new set of characters!
the story starts in a very familiar place with two friends. the story follows noah and lee as they explore a new relationship. and lets face it,
who doesnt love a little romance?! the kissing booth is a contemporary romance about the beauty of first love and the joy of being young
and free. it is the first in a series of novels set in the same world and follows the lives of elle and noah, two high school seniors who find

their relationship tested as elle is caught up in the world of competitive college applications. noah, a straight a student and member of the
math club, isnt the most popular guy at school. but when he meets elle, he finds himself drawn to her, and to a new world of possibilities. as
the story unfolds, elle realizes that she must decide if she is willing to commit to her love. can she risk giving her heart to a boy she never
knew she loved? this book is set in the same world as the first two kissing booth movies. it is written for those who loved the movies, but
want to experience the stories from the source. it is an original work of fiction and does not reflect the views or opinions of the actors or

anyone else involved in the making of the film.
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